
Lead Data 
Engineering Services

ABOUT US

Tesser Insights delivers analytical business insights to
operational systems, at speed, for small and medium
businesses while keeping the complexity out. Tesser
Insights develops and integrates business analytics, the key
ingredient in any digital transformation, on a ready-to-use
data lake platform supported by a range of managed and
concierge services. 

OUR SERVICES

Developing and deploying an analytics ecosystem can get
complex and overwhelming.  At Tesser Insights we deliver
full life cycle data warehouse and big data analytics
projects involving a range of technology platforms. Based
on customers' requirements we recommend the best setup
for data warehouses (on-premise, cloud, hybrid) and help
customers migrate to a modern analytics ecosystem. We
design, develop, deploy and migrate customers' current
systems to the new solution. We also create custom use
cases that are unique and built with customers' needs and
requirements in mind so that it integrates effortlessly into
their organization’s workflow.   
More on Tesser Services 

(WORK FROM HOME)

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Ftesserinsights.com%2Ftesser-services%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AOvVaw20uLzuKIjrf4Js5Iq9ychz


OUR IDEAL
CANDIDATE

EXPERIENCE
SUMMARY

the drive and energy to take
customer projects from
proposal to delivery
acceptance
the agility and versatility to
Manage multiple projects in
parallel.
the ability to attract the right
talent to build a star delivery
team below him/her
the ability to manage the
technology aspects, the
delivery team, and the
customer expectation 

We are looking for a Project
Services Lead for our Data
Engineering Projects who will
have 

Overall Experience band of 8
to 12 years (12 years max)
with a strong exposure to
DW/BI/Analytics related
technologies.
Minimum of 4-year
experience with relational
and/or unstructured data
technologies such as SQL
Server, Azure SQL, Azure Data
Lake, HD Insights, Hadoop,
Hive, MongoDB, MySQL (min 3
of them)
Knowledge of programming
and scripting languages
(any combination) such as
PowerShell, SQL, Python /
PySpark
Exposure to Software
development full lifecycle
methodologies, patterns,
frameworks, libraries and
tools.
Experience in delivery using
Agile methodologies.
Being Technical and being
able to Manage (Customer,
Requirement and the Team)
both are very important.

YOU CAN LEARN MORE
ABOUT US ON OUR

WEBSITE! 

CLICK HERE

https://www.tesserinsights.com/

